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PrefaCe

The project is inspired by the educational immobility faced by Gen-
eration Z in a context of an urban slum. The project is carried out in 
Bangkok, Thailand. Bangkok is chosen as the project site based on my 
personal interest in the city. During my time as a teenager, I volenteered 
every summer at the local orphanage, I experience a side of Bangkok 
unknown to many people, the underside of the growing urbanization – 
poverty.

“While the world’s urban population grew very rapidly over the 20th 
century (from 220 million to 2.8 billion), the next few decades will see an 
unprecedented scale of urban growth in the developing world. This will 
be particularly notable in Africa and Asia where the urban population will 
double between 2000 and 2030, after which developing countries will 
have 80 % of the world’s urban population” (UNFPA 2008). An outstand-
ing feature of urban population growth in the 21st century is that it will 
be composed, to a large extent, of poor people (UN Millennium Project 
2005). Cities are the main beneficiaries of globalisation. Still, very few 
developing-country cities generate enough jobs to meet the demands 
of their growing populations. Moreover, the benefits of urbanization are 
not equally enjoyed by all segments of the population, resulting in large 
socio-economic disparities within the cities (Kötter 2004). 

Poor people are, for the most part, consigned to socially segregated 
areas of slums. 

Over the past several decades, Bangkok’s population has risen sharply, 
as a result of urbanization. Including daily commuters, Bangkok’s cur-
rent total population is estimated to approximately 16 million. Approxi-
mately 20% of Bangkok’s population are under 18 and more than 10% 
of children are suspected to live under the poverty line.

emPowering the legaCY of generation z

Klong Toey Community After School Society

in the abSenCe of governmental and SoCial StrUC-
tUre, how Can we make USe of the informal CitY to 

Create a new Urban vernaCUlar?

how Can aCtive PUbliC SPaCeS be inCorPorated into 
denSelY-bUilt SlUm environmentS?

how Can we emPower generation z throUgh mean-
ingfUl edUCation?

Part 1 

Part 2

Research Questions

with regardS to the digital divide, how Can we Utilize 
information and CommUniCation teChnologY to em-

Power Urban Poor CommUnitieS? 

how Can Children aCt aS the agentS to bridge thiS 
divide? 

how Can we inCorPorate the idea of develoPing PlaY 
oPPortUnitieS in ConJUnCtion with other faCilitieS 

and inStitUtionS?

emPowerment

... by providing Gen Z’ers the right to form an association

... by providing supervision after formal school hours

... by assimilation with other children from different backgrounds

... by stimulating deep changes in their social structures 

... by raising confidence among poor communities

ProPoSal 

The proposal is an After School Club, allowing children to form an 
association with other children from different income and back-
grounds and learning interactively in a social setting. 

This intervention will situate itself in the by-product of the urban 
space. The infrastructure will serve multiple uses, be scalable and 
community-driven. 

It will become an active public space, responding to local demand. 
Their sizes, uses and dynamics are determined by the local need 
which is in turn determined by the nature of the socio-culture and 
children’s required activities within the area in question.



According to some surveys 
Bangkok is regarded as the 
World’s No. 1 Facebook City- 
with 8 out of 10 users
(* http://bk.asia-city.com/city-living/article/why-bangkok-glob-
al-social-media-capital) 

2% of the worlds instagram 
users are in Bangkok. Being 
the No.1 most Instagramed 
city the world in 2012.

Thais don’t like to read much and 
Bangkok remains a small player in 
the global Twitter-sphere.

Bangkok is No.1 in the world 
for active Line users with a 

total 10 million users.

Generation Z is a term used to describe people born between mid or late 
1990s or the more widely used period from the mid 2000s to the present 
day. Because of techological advances, people of this age are highly 
connected in modern societies having had lifelong access to communi-
cation and media technologies. 

20%

Generation Z 
make up approx-
imately 20% of 
the population of 
Bangkok

95%

95% of Genera-
tion Zs are online

The pinnacle of high society status for Gen Zers in Bangkok are the 
shopping malls. They are used as a space of gathering for middle class 
central Bangkok gen Z’ers. 

82%

80% of 
Generation 
Zs are on 
facebook

gen z’erS in bangkok

93%

90% of Gen-
eration Zs use 
their phones 
to access the 
internet daily

Phnom Penh

Vientiane

Kuala Lumpur

Jakarta

Manila

thailand’S online PoPUlation

Singapore

Yangon

Hanoi

Bangkok

Thailand and Singapore are predicted to be 
the main economic hubs within the ASEAN 
community. New legislations regarding work 
permits will make it easier for other ASEAN 
workers to work in Thailand. Making future 
prospects extremely competitive. 

Thailand’s Internet Users

Thailand’s Social 
Network Users

66 million

25 million

17 million

Bandar Seri Begawan

Thailand’s Population

introdUCtion

Generation Z in Bangkok, Thailand

This shows how highly centralized Infor-
mation Technology is in Bangkok.

Tweet by location 
within Thailand

Tweet by location 
within Bangkok



ComPariSion of a bangkokian gen z’S USage of it 

Crowded community v.s. Middle class family

at SChool

Lack of ICT intergration in 
classrooms

after SChool

Access to internet limit-
ed to internet cafes and 
Game centres.

Gen Z have spaces to 
socialise and share infor-
mation

Smart Boards

Projector Screens

Projector Screens

Gen Z’s parent. Occupation 
cook or merchant, uses 
smartphones to chat and 
share current affairs.

at home

Cable TV and Radio are 
used for news and entertain-
ment

Not uncommon for Gen Z to 
have some form of smart-
phone. Lack of Wifi makes 
access limited.

Friends come to 
share devices

Wifi and computer ac-
cess at home. Use top 
tier brands such as Apple/ 
Samsung. 

More channel 
subscriptions

Private computer 
access in bedroom. 
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Internet Cafe

The Mall

Have to travel to a seper-
ate location to use IT



LET THEM EAT TABLETS
 !!!!

Has the governments have only thrown 
more money at the problem? One of the ex 
Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra admin-
istration’s best known education policy has 
been thrusting free tablets into the class-
room. An ambitious project but what of the 
outcome?

Ex Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra

teChnologieS to faCailitate learning

one tablet Per Child PoliCY

THURST !Facing the challenges of the OTPC policy in Thai primary school 
education

Although BYOD and OLPC schemes are leading large- scale mobile technology facilitation in schools with 
support nationally and internationally, Thailand‟s OTPC project is an equally impressive experiment that merits 
interest from the mobile learning community. While the Thai Ministry of Education focuses on the logistics of 
distributing and maintaining 800,000 tablets, there is much work needed on addressing the pedagogical chal-
lenges.

The project is worth 4.611 billion baht for a total of 1.6 million computer tablets. No delivery has been made in zones 1 and 2. The 
successfull bidder for the zones has also expressed an intention to terminate the contract. As of January 2014, the number of 
tablets delivered in zone 4 is only in the hundreds.

28th June, 2013

An e-auction for the One 
Tablet Per Child Project 
is held.

Late September

Shenzhen asks for a delay in 
delivery, due to a September 4 
fire at a factory manufacturing 
part for the tablets

25th Dec, 2013

The contract’s deadline comes 
to term, but no delivery has been 
made for zone 1 and 2. 

25th Sep, 2013

A purchase contract for tablets for Prothom 1 (K1) students in 
zones 1 and 2, worth 1.628 billions for 800,000 tablets, is signed 
with Shenzhen Yitoa. Under the contract, the company was 
expected to deliver the first batch of tablets within 35 days and 
all the tablets within 90 days. 

30th Jan, 2014

Shenzhen officially 
asks to cancel the con-
tract for zones 1 and 2

Zone 1

Prathom 1 
students (K1) 
in the Central 
and Southern 
regions

Zone 2

Prathom 1 
students (K1) 
in the Northern 
and North-east-
ern regions

Zone 3

Mathayon 1 
students (K7) 
in the Central 
and Southern 
regions.

Zone 3

Mathayon 1 
students (K7) 
in the Northern 
and North-east-
ern regions

Teaching Phase (Learning Outcome) Example Phase (How to complete the task)

Task Phase (Answer the question) Results (Correct or Incorrect feedback)

4 SeqUenCe in the tablet interfaCe

Observation Problems

Students often do not know which 
parts of the screen to press.

The buttons are not clear enough and 
they are inconsistently used. Badly 
designed interface.

obServationS from the PreliminarY teStS

Dept. of Computer Science & Information Technology
Naresuan University Phitsanulok, Thailand

Some students are not familiar with 
dragging objects on a touchscreen.

There is no training for the students on 
how to drag, or what can be dragged. 
Unfamiliar user interface.

Many Prathom 1 students cannot 
read

These students cannot read the text 
from the activities and therefore cannot 
do the activities without support. Differ-
ent levels of reading skills.

Many Prathom 1 students cannot 
read

These students cannot read the text 
from the activities and therefore cannot 
do the activities without support. Differ-
ent levels of reading skills.

what were the highlights?
what actually 
happened?

what applications were used?
how did a child engage with this 
technology for the first time?

“I have some knowledge. At home, 
I use an iPad,” she said. But “if I 

don’t understand, I don’t know how 
to teach the children”. 

- Thai Teacher

"They don't have Wi-Fi and 
it's not convenient for them to 
charge the batteries. And most 

importantly their parents have no 
knowledge about the tablets". 

- School Principal
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Conventional & 
Static
Fixed 

Externally set

Pre-determined 

Pre-determined 

Provided

Classroom learning

Physical setting

Social Setting  

Learning objectives 
and outcomes

The learning methods 
and activities

Learning progress and 
history

Learning tool

A

Moving Around a 
fixed location
Pre-arranged

Personally set

Pre-determined 

Mostly contingent

Provided

Physical setting

Social Setting  

Learning objectives 
and outcomes

The learning methods 
and activities

Learning progress and 
history

Learning tool

Personal or family visit

B

Museum or field trip

Moving around a 
fixed location
Pre-arranged

Externally set

Pre-determined 

Pre-determined 

Provided

Physical setting

Social Setting  

Learning objectives 
and outcomes

The learning methods 
and activities

Learning progress and 
history

Learning tool

C

Unpredictable 
and changing

Unpredictable 
and changing

Personally set

Pre-determined

Contingent

Personal 

Physical setting

Social Setting  

Learning objectives 
and outcomes

The learning methods 
and activities

Learning progress and 
history

Learning tool

Mobile Learning

Moving around a 
fixed location
Pre-arranged

Externally set

Pre-determined 

Pre-determined 

Provided

Physical setting

Social Setting  

Learning objectives 
and outcomes

The learning methods 
and activities

Learning progress and 
history

Learning tool

D

The After-school Societies will be proposed in this neighbour-
hood as ephemeral architectural inserts. These facilities will 
provide for an array of activities from cooking, environmental 
education, recreational activities and play. In addition, the 
project will work as a tool for the community to tackle some of 
the social issues in the area. The proposal will be part of a long 
term development on a larger scale, leading to positive change.

Providing gen z with a PlaCe to aSSoCiate

within a crowded community with limited space for interaction

There are a plathora of different classifications 
within the practice of teachings. I am interested 
in education outside the classroom, specifically 
informal learning.



keYS

Re appropriate vernacular elements from the neighbourhood, 
e.g. food cart and used wheels. Giving children a space to 
cook and snack after school.

A

Fold-able furniture made from scrap pellets and cardboards. 
Giving children a space to sit and socialize. B

Introducing grassy lawn and plants for children to look after. 
Children can learn the basics of Botany by being caretakers of 
these elements. 

C

Introduce to children the concept of recycling. D

“Learning by doing” (Experiential Learning)

Children can ride Tricycles into the neighbourhood to perform 
good deeds, e.g. rubbish collection.E

Regular trips to national parks in the countryside of Thailand 
can be arranged. Children can have the opportunity to learn 
from the outdoors.

F

Core obJeCtiveS

Giving children the right to form an association, establish a club

Allow the children to meet with their neighbours, to associate 
with one another within their neighbourhood

Providing an architectural insertion into the neighbourhood to 
allow for this association

9%

35%

Unenrolled in primary 
school education

PrimarY SChool enrollment

Enrolled in primary 
school education

Leaves school after 
secondary education

Leaves school and enters 
tertiary education

tertiarY SChool enrollment

A large percentage of students leave school to enter 
into work after primary school.

average ClaSS Size

22 students per teacher

Girls Boys

21 - 42 is the range of students per class on average

A typical scene of a public school. A student’s rou-
tine in class is still very regimented and does not 
allow much tolerance for individual creativity. 

The current nation budget allocated 460,075.2M THB 
(16 billion at USD) approximately 20% of the entire 
national budget. The Education Sector of Thailand 
recieves the highest investment of all sectors.

20%

edUCation bUdget from 2007 - 2014

46
0,0
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35
0,5

56400,000

500,000

300,000

200,000

        mathS literaCY                  reading literaCY                  SCienCe literaCY

Average 

Thailand 

Average 

Thailand 

Average 

Thailand 

average final SCoreS for Yr 12

Thai Social 
Science English Maths Science

46% 47% 19% 15% 30%

*PISA 2011 Results conducted by NCES

Results - the 2nd worst in South East Asia

national bUdget

Forming an After School Club

“Learning is not the product of teaching. Learning is the product of the activity 
of learners.” – John Holt

how mUCh do we SPend on edUCation?
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Klong Toey is currently the largest and oldest areas of informal dwellings in Bangkok. The 
area has a history dating back to the ninth century as a port to cities upstream along the Chao 
Phraya River. The “Khlong Toey Port”, also known as Bangkok Port, was Thailand’s only major 
port for sea transportation of cargo. The construction began in 1938 and finished after the end 
of World War II. It is home to many migrant workers who immigrate from neighbouring coun-
tries or the countryside to look for better opportunities in Bangkok. More than 140.000 people is 
estimated to live here, and most are living in sub-standard houses with few or no tenure rights 
or support from the government. The area has great social challenges mostly due to the lack 
of public services like healthcare, affordable education, sanitation and electricity. An extensive 
drug problem greatly affects the social climate followed by high unemployment rates, violence 
and crime.

The 70 Rai community is located on legal land. (1 
Rai equals 1600m2. 70 Rai equals 11,2 hectare) 
It was built as a relocation area, after an agree-
ment between the National Housing Authority 
and the Port Authority of Thailand in 1982, giving 
the residents, evicted from Lock 10-12, a 20 year 
leasehold agreement on the land (Askew 2002: 
157). When it was redeveloped, the land was filled 
in and laid with sewers and drains and the houses 
arranged in a stringent network of streets. Today, 
this community stands out as the Neighbourhoods 
most developed. This is because the settlement 
is on legal land and therefore receives financial 
support from the government. In this community 
wide streets lead in from Kheha Phatthana Road 
– three as car roads and two with pathways on 
each side of a drain leading out of the community. 
Transversal narrow pathways connect the com-
munity. In the core of the community is the com-
munity centre with a sports field, a playground and 
a market.

There are three block communities in the Neigh-
bourhood; Block 1-10, 11-18 and 19-22. These are 
officially laid out relocation areas for slum dwellers 
after numerous fires over the years. Families are 
relocated in 3-4 storey apartment blocks, with 
unities of 27m2.

Klong Toey SlumKlong Toey Slum

Historical image of Chao Praya’s natural drainage system 
- before the canals were filled in to make roads.

Today’s situation: Chao Praya River floods, filling large 
areas with polluted water.

Uncertain futures

trans-prostitute

Glue Sniffing

lack of education

SoCial iSSUeS faCing generation zs

Slum Klong Toey 
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Yowarat
Chinatown

Siam
CommerCial Centre

Silom
finanCial diStriCt

Sukhumvit
Prime entertainment area

Klong Toey 
largeSt SlUm area

Bangkok’s multi-core structure and future centre business district
The hatched areas are planned future business district (BMA 1999) Physical Barriers
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1. NGO’s and Schools
2. PAT shop houses 
3. Lock 1-3

4. Lock 4-6 
5. Rai 70 
6. Block 19-22 

7. Block 11-18 
8. Block 1-10
9. Rom Klao and Hua Khong S Sky Train M Underground Metro T Train Future Infrastructural 

development

Map showing the communities  and typologies in Klong Toey Slum

Poverty

violencePollution

density



Klong Toey Community

Chao Praya River

Sikkha Asia Foundation - Focuses on literacy in children

Bangkok Vocational School - Trains young people for jobs

Mercy Centre - Kindergarden and Orphanage for HIV+ children

Muban Pattana School - K6 School

Duang Prateep Foundation - Social Services and Human Development

Railway & Expressway

loCal & governmental foUndationS

Supporting Foundations and Social Challenges within Klong Toey

Several NGOs have their premises in the area, working both locally, nationally and internationally. Two primary schools 
and one vocational school are located here, serving the Neighbourhood and its adjacent residential areas. The two major 
organisations of the area are the Duang Prateep Foundation and the Human Development Foundation.

F
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E

The Foundation for Slum Child Care - Charity OrganisationF

Community Kindergarten and Children CenterG

who are the aCtorS?

One of the many on-going projects in slum in Bangkok are Intergration and Upgrading 
Projects.

Slum management projects rely on national, international and local actors playing signifi-
cant economic and management roles. International actors are important in local projects 
applying their global knowledge about the standard issues occurring in slums and expe-
rience from working with slums worldwide. However, I believe that it is important also to 
instil the importance of a local vernacular and perhaps even more so, allow the dwellers 
themselves to become key actors in the alleviation of social issues of the slum. 

ngoS: 

Non-governmental organisations are any non-profit making, non-violent, organised group 
of individuals not seeking government office. 
There is no such thing as a typical NGO, but it is in the nature of the NGOs that they will 
often be raising new issues and expressing public unease with the policies of govern-
ments. They are involved in agenda setting, policy-making and implementation of policy 
locally, nationally and internationally. They vary greatly in size and type structure. They 
may represent privileged elites or the oppressed and the disadvantaged. They can be 
small specialist groups based in a single country, influencing governments behind the 
scenes, or they may be mass movements, gaining coverage in the global news media. 
Amnesty International is an example of a highly-centralised international NGO with “sec-
tions” in more than 50 countries. Development NGOs may receive substantial resources 
from governments to support their operational activities, particularly for disaster relief. 
(Willetts, 1996)

dUang PrateeP foUndation:

The Duang Prateep Foundation is a non-profit NGO in 
Bangkok, founded and directed by Prateep Hata, who is 
also a Senator in the Thai Ministry. Prateep Hata was born 
in Khlong Toei slum and has spent the past 30 years helping 
and educating the children of the slums in hopes of a better 
future. The foundations programs help protect children from 
diseases, AIDS, physical and sexual abuse and provide edu-
cational projects to enrich their lives (DPF 2007).
Today the activities of DPF extend far beyond the slums of 
Khlong Toei, including: educational scholarships, kindergar-
ten projects, community development, HIV/AIDS project, 
Credit Unions/ microfinancing, projects for the elderly, spe-
cial education for the hearing impaired, New Life Project for 
children at risk, tsunami relief and development.

hUman develoPment foUndation:

The Human Development Foundation and the Mercy Centre 
is another non-profit NGO in Bangkok. The organisations 
work to build and operate schools, improve family health 
and welfare, protect street children’s rights, combat the AIDS 
crisis, respond to daily emergencies, and offer shelter to 
orphans, to street children, and to children and adults with 
AIDS.
Mercy Centre is a shelter for street kids and orphanages, a 
hospice and home for mothers and children with HIV/AIDS, 
a 400-pupil kindergarten and a community meeting place in 
the slum (HDF 2009).

Codi:

The Community Organizations Development Institute 
(CODI) is an independent public organization, a Thai 
government agency, under the Ministry of Social Devel-
opment and Human Security.
CODI aims to build a powerful society from the basis by 
the power of the community organizations and the civil 
society. It supports the development of the Community 
Organization and the public society by coordination 
power from every sector (CODI 2008).



* 2.5 m is the minimum width 
for footpaths in Bangkok

Main street (Public) 4.5 m 
Road between houses

Inner street (Semi-praivate) 1.5 m Road between houses

Kadokko restaurant, Tokyo. 
It is 4.8 x 0.9 x 6.2m.

IUAV, clasDIP 20 09, Superbazar, A ldo Cibic e Tommaso Corà

Scuola di tuffi PADI F iorista Kirishima Ristorante Kadokko

IUAV, clasDIP 20 09, Superbazar, A ldo Cibic e Tommaso Corà

Scuola di tuffi PADI F iorista Kirishima Ristorante KadokkoDriving School, Tokyo Florist, Tokyo

“Pet Architecture” is a term 
Atelier Bow-Wow uses for 
the buildings that have been 
squeezed into left over 
urban spaces. Buildings with 
curious shapes and inven-
tive solutions for windows, 
drainage, and air-condition-
ing often arise in these urban 
situation.

Pet architecture typology

Embracing an Urban Vernacular

Pet arChiteCtUre tYPologY

Kerat House - Jakub Szczesny Live in Between Buildings! Mateusz Mastalski and Ole Robin Storjohann

Inner street (Semi-praivate) 1.5 m 
Road between houses

Section Key Plan



The analysis of the next 3 pages is directed to the physical arranement of Klong Toey Slum 
through the architectural examination of elemental and knowable elements of the city, rather 
than an immersion in broad scale and generalised conceptions. 

Vacant Backyards & Inbetween Buildings - Improvisation & Temporary Fit

One of the by-products of development is that buildings are sometimes disappearing. In 
Bangkok this phenomenon can be quite graphic as entire structures can disappear in a sin-
gle day. The effect becomes prominent due to the tight proximity with other buildings. Sites 
can be scraped clean and absolutely flat from boundary to boundary, ready for the next 
phase in a short cycle of renewal. The small holes created by this process moves around 
the city. A fairly stable percentage of open space is generated in this period of ‘no-building‘ 
(usually considered unproductive). Sunlight, privacy and the sense of how big your back-
yard is will change dramatically over this period. 

Another instance of improvisation is the a kind of accidental urban vernacular that you can 
find in crowed communities It is common for occupants tp exploit this lack of fit; to appropri-
ate and customize the city so that it is more responsive to their needs.

Canal

Vacant Site

Door

Door

Fence

Air Conditioner 
System Rubbish

Bike

Buddha
shrine

Site boundary

Site analYSiS 1

Vacant Backyards & Inbetween Buildings - Improvisation & Temporary Fit

“active inhabitation” practiced by the 
occupants who exploit this lack of fit to 
appropriate and customize the city so 
that it is more responsive to their needs

1 2

3

1

2

3

Map showing the communities and typologies in Klong Toey Slum

A

B

C

An empty plot of land awaiting construction in the crowed community. It has been 
temporarily used for storage and has become a temporary public area.

An empty plot of land awaiting construction. The houses here enjoy a 
large amount of communal backyard.

An empty plot of land that is fenced off and inaccessible. 
It is usually a feeding place for stray animals. A buddha 
shrine placed at the entrance blesses the site.

An access of business goods spill into the streets.

A

B

C



Rail lin
es

Rail lin
es

3 sides of the 
kiosk is open 
for exchange

a
Platform kiosk 
5am-10pm
Newspaper, Magazine, food and 
drinks

C
Concourse mini-convenient store
7am-12pm
Newspaper, Magazine, 
food and drinks

Photobooth and 
processing

Kiosk

Store Entry

Dispenser

Exit to Street

d
Convenient Store 
24 hours
Newspaper, Magazine, food, 
drinks, appliances

Advertising

Recycling bins

Drink dispenser Entry

Adjacent 
restaurant

b
Concourse kiosk
7am-12pm
Newspaper, Magazine, food and 
drinks

Stair down 
to subway

Public 
telephones

Drink dispenser
Newspaper, Maga-
zine, food and drinks

Photobooth 
and processing

Site analYSiS 2

Kiosk & Convenient Stores - Overlapping & Messy Fit

keYS

The platforms at Klong Toey MRT station are home to a number of small 
kiosks providing a fairly set menu of goods for commuters. Many of these 
are operated by convenient store chains (such as 7/11). The installation 
of kiosks continues further away from the platform and they increase in 
size offering an expanding range of items for sale. Outside the station 
the usual collection of small convenient stores within building tenancies 
expand the series once more. There is an evident change in form, which 
repeats and multiply the choice or format available for consuming differ-
ent extents of the same range of items.

a

b

C

d

Site 
2km Klong Toey 

MRT station

a b C d

keYS



Context environmenta

Canvas tarpaulin is unfixed to 
timber frame, stretched taut 
by the sandbag anchors

Sandbag for 
anchoring

Advertising cloth

2 wheel cart with removable 
masonary block supports

Cart Handle

b

C

Canvas tarpaulin is unfixed to 
timber frame, stretched taut 
by the sandbag anchors

Sandbag for 
anchoring

Stool Seating

Cart Handle

Generator

2 wheel cart with remov-
able masonary block 
supports

Canvas tarpaulin fixed to frame by 
rope, sandbag anchors hung off ex-
isting fence keeps the structure taut

Sandbag for 
anchoring

Fence to 
public area

Generator

Cart handle/ 
towel rack

Food stalls can be found all over the site.
 
 Food Markets & Areas where moving food stalls   
 are found in large numbers
 

When normal business hours finish, a range of secondary 
activities makes use of the newly available street space in 
this neighbourhood. Temporary, yet regular, vehicles at-
tached themselves to various parts of urban structure and 
provide a second layer of interior space. The interest here 
is in the way in which these institutionalised casual events 
assess and make oppirtunistic use of their more permanent 
surroundings. Their physical situation and unfolding mode 
of operation points to and capitalises on the tide between 
day and night urbanities.

Site analYSiS 3

Moving Food Stalls - Convenient & Neat Fit



Game Panels (cooking/ kitchen science)
Students can play together with kitchen utensils (under 

supervision) to answer the tasks set for the day.

Snacking Station 
Students can sit and snack underneath the 

shade of the pot plants they nurtured. 

Computer Lab
Students can assimilate their computer skills 

and learn from one another.

Final Proposal Summary

Core obJeCtiveS

Giving children the right to form an association, establish a club

Allow the children to meet with their neighbours, to associate 
with one another within their neighbourhood

Providing an architectural insertion into the neighbourhood to 
allow for this association



Easily Assembled Structure

*Origami to make joint

StrUCtUral develoPment

Using the joint to create an empheral structure

Joint at a closed state. Refer to Chapter 3.2 
for detail on assembly.

Structure sloted in

Wheel to add mobility to 
the structure

Concrete to weigh down and 
stabilze structure

Perferated flooring to allow the 
structure to be lighter

Timber beams and columns 
to add rigidity

Water filtering roof 
and plant pots

PVC pipes as main 
structure

Articulated Joints *refer to Chapter 3.2



StrUCtUral StrategY

Part 1 - Assembling the structure

B

C

A

SeqUenCe

Cables to 
provide extra 
rigidity

Early iteration of 1:6 model 
using paper joint

Nuts and Bolts to 
tighten

1:6 ConStrUCtion

Smaller diameter 
tube slotted in 

Drill though

Tension Cable

Nuts and Bolts to 
tighten

Ring to secure jointDrill though

Cut made 
on tube

Slots into 
the joint

A CB

Once stacked up, the structure will be able to 
resist more forces from different directions.

Plan view (Top View)

Pre-fab joints, 
connections and 

structure assembled 
on site.  Breadth of 

building depends on 
the availiable space.

Structure can extend/ slot in each oth-
er allows for flexibilty with regards to 
the limited space in the site. However, 
this causes structural instability. *refer 
to Chapter 5.

A

B

material PoSSibilitieS

C

Bamboo

PV
C pipes for Roof element

Solid
 timber structure

Timber AluminiumAcrylic

Concrete

There are a number of materials avaliable to be used as the main lattice 
structure. The selection depends on the load bearing capacity of that 
material. E.g. solid timber beams can be used as the general structure, pvc 
pipes can be used for the roof structure.

One of the precepts in the proposal is the use of sustainable, minimally pro-
cessed, renewable resources, as well as those that, while recycled or salvaged, 
produce healthy living environments and maintain indoor air quality.

To be more sustainable, natural building uses primarily abundantly available, 
renewable, reused or recycled materials. The use of rapidly renewable materials 
is increasingly a focus. In addition to relying on natural building materials, the 
emphasis on the architectural design is heightened.

SUStainable grade materialS

Various materials tested for joints. *refer to chapter 3.2

To introduce different 
material hierarchy into 
the design from Light

Heavy



StrUCtUral StrategY

Part 2 -Bracing and Floor Modules

Timber palettes are 
used as floor plates. 
Stiff rods and tension 

wires are added to 
provide extra struc-

tural rigidity.

SeqUenCe
material PoSSibilitieS

A
AB

1:6 ConStrUCtionPlan view (Ground level)

Wood glue and 
nail to connect 
between pieces

A

B

The structure can be repeated depending on the nature of the space. The floor palettes are designed to 
work together to triangulate the building. Adding rigidity of the overall structure.

C

C

C

B C

Perforated Aluminium 
piece is bolted on the 
joint and to the ground.

The string is tied onto 
the stainless hook 
piece which is bolted to 
the ground. 

Timber Palettes 

Ropes are used 
to achor building 
at different points

Palette flooring to 
be tucked away 
when not in use

Keeping with the theme of Nat-
ural Building. Recycled timber 
palettes are used for building 
the floor plates. 

Swage Stud:
Threaded terminals are used to put 
Tension on a rigging/architectural wire 
rope, with the help of nuts/washers or 
part of a rigging screw.

A system similar to that of the kite hook can be used to anchor down provide 
extra structural support for the building. Another possibility is to use a sys-
tem of weights to anchor the building. 

The tension wire is slot-
ed into the structure on 
the far side and bolted.

Tension wire completes 
the triangulation, adds 
rigidity to the overall 
structure



StrUCtUral StrategY

Part 3 - Attaching Interior Spaces

SeqUenCe

Partitions 
are added by 
connecting to 
the existing 
structures.

hanging elementS

ClamPing elementS

Clamping 
elements 
supporting 
an activity 
facade

B

A

A

B

C

C

D

D

D

C

D

1:6 ConStrUCtion

1:6 ConStrUCtion

Soldered hinged connection

Twist wire 
and slot in

Plastic clipping joints allow ad-
ditional beams/ columns to be 
added onto the main structure

Columns sloted 
into the plastic 
clipping joint

Beams sloted into the 
plastic clipping joint

The 2 aluminium 
plates are bolted 
together

Can be clamped on 
upright or sideways

A

B

Guide wire 
into an 
Eye Hook

Using brass 
eyelets to hold 
additional hanging 
structures

Three different iterations of hanging elements. A curtain rail-like system is used to 
hang off shades and facades to separate the space. 

Verticle element 
bolted to structure

C For attaching elements above the existing beams, a claw-like clip 
is used to allow verticle and horizontal elements to be attached. 

On occasions elements at varying positions need to be fixed to 
the existing structure. A solid and perforated aluminium plate are 
bolted between the beam allowing for different angles of fixtures. 
.

Rail-like system 
allowing a cur-
tain to run on the 
underside of the 
structure

Claw clip joint al-
lows the fixture of 
the roof structure 
to the building



Plan showing proposal opened to occupy the space inbetween buildings

Sites are noted 
down and recorded.

Planning the extent of the 
structure is co-ordinated with 
local schools in the area.

Local students have a role in 
deciding what kind of club will 
befit the site.

Measurements 
are taken.

Structure is 
delivered to 
site

Structure is built and anchored

The distribution of the 
structure depends on the 
demand of each area.

ProCUrement StrategY

Plan View & Community involvement strategy

Plan showing proposal in Klong Toey

Storage

Because of the proximity of the Community to many schools, 
NGO and government foundations, I am proposing for the pro-
ject to act as an intermediary to link and intensify the common 
objectives these foundations have; that is to alleviate the social 
immobility Gen Z’s face in Klong Toey Community in regards to 
education by introducing After School Societies. Therefore the 
school districts in the area should open their doors to allow stor-
age of different elements of learning spaces (see chapter 4).

Railway & Expressway

Klong Toey Community

School District



Developement and material testing for joints

*refer to Joint catalogue



Zone 1: Activity Panels ! Learning about Kitchen Science, Nutrition and Recycling

Station 

Apparatus - 

Teachings -

Station 

Apparatus - 

Teachings - 

Overhead sign allows 
supervisors to post 
their objectives and 

questions to be solved.

Clear Glass Tubes, 
Heater
Diffusion, Density, 
Thermal Conduction

Shading Screen, 
Kitchen tools
Identfying Foods 
and Nutrition

Station 

Apparatus - 

Teachings -

Shading Screens, Kitchent tools

Identfying Herbs and Spices, 
Learning about preparation of 
rice

Station 

Apparatus - 

Teachings -

Recycling Bins

Seperation of Waste

a

b

C

d



PedagogiCal SPaCeS

Zone 1: Reflecting on Environmental Issues : Learning through Play

Plan view (Ground Floor View)

A

After School Tutoring

Art Subjects

Dance & Recreational

Panels can allow for the interchange of activities.

A aCtivitY Panel

An activity game panel that allows the user to take part in an interac-
tive game with the person opposite the panel. This exPeriential 
learning game will allow the user to procure new knowledge. The 
design of the panels allows for new questions and games to be gener-
ated, depending on; say the theme of that particular week. 

The approach to design to this space was to create a functional partition, 
intergrating teaChing & PlaY. Which was first explored with a 
series of curtains. Then an semi transparent element that used symbols 

One of the design approaches was 
to visit the SCienCe mUSeUm 
where exhibitions are designed to 
capture a child’s interests in that 
particular subject. 

Ball-Nogues Studio - Screens

The design of this game aims to demonstrate to children, using every-
day objects and chores they are familiar with, what impact these activ-
ities have on their environment. The outcome of this game may help to 
instil a consciousness of what their actions have in terms of environ-
mental problems in their neighbourhood.

Children’s Journal Pages: what we have learnt todaY! 

Location of Zone 1

S
up

er
vi

se
d 

by
 Trainee Teacher from Local University



PedagogiCal SPaCeS

Zone 2: Reflecting on Social Issues : Learning through Social Interaction

Plan view (Ground Floor View)

SnaCking Station

A semi private area that allows the child to have after-school 
snacks and socialize. The space is wrapped with a bamboo 
screen that hangs from the main structure (detail in chapter 
3.1). In the centre of the space is an artificial tree, where kids 
are encouraged to cultivate their own plants. 

The child may benefit pedagogically from this space through 
socialization, a form of experiential learning. Each space is 
directly opposite the artificial tree, in hope that the subject of 
conversation can be directed towards green spaces.

Google Web Labs- Science Museum

1:6 ConStrUCtion

Column bolted 
to palette floor

Eating tray

Aluminium 
brackets 

Tray is 
bolted to 
the column

Arm holding 
plant pots

Plant pot inserted 
into the arm

Arms can be bolted to a 
ring element that slides 
up and down the column

Children of Klong Toey do not have many spaces to so-
cialize. Here the children are gathered under a highway.

Children’s Journal Pages: what we have learnt todaY! 

Location of Zone 2

Non-Supervised



PedagogiCal SPaCeS

Zone 3: Digital Divide : Intergrating technologies in learning environments

1. Looking at the underside the Roof Screens. The 
screen is showing the information about the Bangkok 
flooding reports of 2011. 

2. The screens are hung from a perforated piece that tied 
onto the roof beams. 

3. The joint that connects the perforated piece to the Roof 
Screens are able to rotate freely.

PerSPeCtive view 
(Looking up towards First Floor and underside of roof) 

hanging SCreenS 

Integrating technology into the curriculum should be a priority in schools 
today. Technology should be integrated, not as a separate subject or as a 
once-in-a-while project, but as a tool to promote and extend student learning 
on a daily basis. The introduction of this space within the structure will have 
certain impact for the neighbourhood in terms of Connectivity, as children will 
no longer need to travel in order to be connected. In this space my aim is to 
introduce a space in which neighbourhood children can freely immerse them-
selves in the interwebs. Volunteer students from local Bangkok school with 
good skills in technology will be the main supervisor of this Zone. Currently 
the specific activities are only loosely defined. I would like to develop this 
point further into the next term brief.

1 2 3

Smart board used in classroom

Top element 
tied to beam 
with rope.

Joint that allows 
for free rotation

Cross Beam Structure. 
Each crossed element 
in bolted.

Cladded with 
Clay tiles

A projector is mounted 
within the timber frame

Timber frame

Water runoff 
is collected

Display screens that 
shows different info-
graphics

1:6 ConStrUCtion

Children’s Journal Pages: what we have learnt todaY! 

Location of Zone 3

Tablets being distributed to young 
students

Su
pe

rv
ise

d b
y S

tudents from a local Thai School



PedagogiCal SPaCeS

Part 3: Digital Divide : Learning to improve Digital Literacy

ComPUter lab 

The distribution of information technology infrastructure 
and internet users within Bangkok is highly central-
ized. Personal access to technology are very limited 
for Klong Toey Slum Dwellers. Resulting in an entire 
generation being digitally illiterate. The most devastat-
ing consequences of this illiteracy are the long terms 
effects it will have on poorer Bangkok youth. Lacking 
access to technology and digital literacy, an entire gen-
eration will be disempowered to contribute to society. 

The Computer Coop will address this illiteracy; to 
provide new opportunities for children in education and 
employment.

1990 2000

divide in ConneCtivitY

2010+

divide in Job SkillS

Typical for the informal city, and for dwellers of the Khlong 
Toei slum, is having little income and informal jobs. The 
typical means of income are driving taxi and street vending, 
whilst the poorest of the poor make their living as garbage 
collectors. 

1:6 ConStrUCtion

...

.........

Typical jobs seen amongst the slum dwellers

Plastic clip joint holds 
beam in place. See 
Chapter 3.1 for detail.Hinge allows 

floors to collaspe

Hinge is soldered onto 
beam and screwed to 
floor structure

Semi transpar-
ent corrugated 
roofing material 
as floor tiles

Using plastic  
cross to joint cor-
rugated material 

Making tables and 
chairs out of the 
same material as 
floor tiles

Plan view (1st Floor View)

Children’s Journal Pages: what we have learnt todaY! 

Location of Zone 3

Su
pe

rv
ise

d b
y S

tudents from a local Thai School



1:6 model

Snacking Station - Zone 2: Reflecting on Social Issues : Learning through Social InteractionZone 1: Reflecting on Environmental Issues : Learning through interactive playFinal 1:6 model


